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Centralized online social networks — e.g., Facebook, Twitter and TikTok — help drive social connection
on the Internet, but have nigh unfettered access to monitor and monetize the personal data of their users.
This centralization can especially undermine the use of the social internet by minority populations, who
disproportionately bear the costs of institutional surveillance. We introduce a new class of privacy-enhancing
technology — decentralized privacy overlays (DePOs) — that helps cOSN users regain some control over their
personal data by allowing them to selectively share secret content on cOSNs through decentralized content
distribution networks. As a first step, we present an implementation and user evaluation of Image DePO, a
proof-of-concept design probe that allows users to upload and share secret photos on Facebook through the
Interplanetary File System peer-to-peer protocol. We qualitatively evaluated Image DePO in a controlled, test
environment with 19 queer and Black, Indigenous, (and) Person of Color (BIPOC) participants. We found that
while Image DePO could help address the institutional threats with which our participants expressed concern,
interpersonal threats were the more salient concern in their decisions to share content. Accordingly, we argue
that in order to see widespread use, DePOs must align protection against abstract institutional threats with
protection against the more salient interpersonal threats users consider when making specific sharing decisions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The early years of social networking facilitated massive decentralized social movements like the Arab
Spring [21], the Occupy movement [101] and the Indignados movement [81]. At their best, online
social networks (OSNs) offer people unprecedented abilities to connect, coordinate, and collectively
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act. However, as these platforms have matured and the monetary incentives of collecting, processing,
and monetizing personal data drive nigh trillion dollar market capitalizations [2, 45], we now see
social networking platforms as powerful institutions with disturbingly unilateral control over users’
personal data and correspondences with others. We have now entered what privacy scholars have
termed the “Golden Age of Surveillance” [98] and “The Age of Surveillance Capitalism” [108].

Two common technological mechanisms used to resist the surveillance enabled by centralized
OSNs (cOSNs) are (1) data masking and (2) decentralization. (1) Data masking allows for sharing
secret data over untrusted lines of communication; one example is FaceCloak, in which users share
“real” text content with a trusted third party and fake text content with Facebook [66]. The trusted third
party only delivers the “real” data to viewers with the FaceCloak app installed, bypassing Facebook’s
data processes. (2) Decentralization allows for sharing data from a network wherein there is no
single control point. Decentralized online social networks (dOSNs), like mastodon.social, allow users
to connect with each other through independent, federated servers that compete on user-amenable
privacy policies. The data masking approach has the benefit of allowing users to continue using a
platform they know and in which they are invested, but offload trust from one centralized institution
to another. The decentralization approach has the benefit of distributing trust, but can only succeed if
a critical mass of users migrate to the dOSN. However, neither data masking nor decentralization
have seen success in attracting a user-base outside of the most privacy conscious users. What is
needed is an approachable alternative that allows users to distribute content in a decentralized manner
without requiring them to de-platform themselves.

In this paper, we introduce a new technical approach, decentralized privacy overlays (DePOs):
client-side technologies that allow users to share secret content on cOSNs through decentralized
content distribution networks. DePOs combine the benefits of data masking, in allowing users to
remain on their preferred platforms, with the benefits of decentralized content delivery, in eliminating
the need to share personal data with cOSNs. We propose DePOs as a mechanism to help reduce the
impact of institutional surveillance through the gradual decentralization of cOSNs.

To unpack how DePOs might be received by end-users, we implemented a proof-of-concept design
probe, Image DePO: a browser extension that enables sharing secret images through Facebook.
Design probes are exemplary artifacts that can help elicit concrete, grounded reactions to a concept
technology and are commonly employed in HCI design research [107]. When sharing a secret image
with Image DePO, users click on an injected button in the Facebook composer interface (fig. 3) and
select an image to share. Image DePO adds the secret image to the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS)
— a decentralized file system in which files can be located through the cryptographic hash of its
content [11]. We encode the unique hash of the secret image into a generated cover image using
steganography, a method of hiding secret data within publicly view-able data (e.g., image, video,
audio). This cover image is then uploaded onto Facebook instead of the secret image. Viewers with
Image DePO installed and who have access to the cover image through Facebook’s standard access
control settings will have the secret image dynamically hot-swapped with the cover image when it
comes into their view; but, Facebook and other viewers will see only the cover image.

We qualitatively evaluated Image DePO with 19 participants from the queer and Black, Indigenous,
(and) People of Color (BIPOC) communities 1, recruited through the Prolific online participation
platform. We focused on recruiting participants from minority populations because, as surveillance
scholar Simone Browne notes, the costs of institutional surveillance are disproportionately borne by
these populations [20]. Thus, by centering the voices of those who stand the most to gain from DePOs
and other counter-surveillance technologies, the insights we derive should improve DePO design
for those with the most at stake. Given that the primary goal of our evaluation was to extract design

1We note several authors of this paper belong to these communities (section 7).
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insights about how to design DePOs to better address lived concerns over institutional surveillance,
rather than to suggest that Image DePO is an immediately deployable solution, we focused on
answering the following research questions in our evaluation:

RQ1 What threats, and mitigating strategies thereof, do queer and BIPOC participants consider
when sharing photos on cOSNs?

RQ2 How might a decentralized privacy overlay (DePO) help address the concerns identified in
RQ1?

RQ3 What new concerns might a DePO introduce for queer and BIPOC populations when sharing
photos on centralized OSNs?

We found that our participants focused on three central threats when considering sharing photos
on cOSNs: threats within social circle, or specific people with whom they were connected on a
cOSN; threats outside social circle, or strangers with whom they were not directly connected;
and, institutional threats, like Facebook itself or state agencies. Participants associated a number
of concerns with these threats, ranging from fear over leaking personal information, wrongful
moderation, data permanence and searchability. We also found that participants were generally
positive towards Image DePO; several stated that it helped address concerns over inappropriate
access to the content they shared by people outside of their intended audience, that it helped prevent
strangers from searching for content shared in the past, and that it strengthened their sense of control
over the content they shared on Facebook. Some stated that Image DePO could help when, e.g.,
sharing photos of participation in protest or for organizing demonstrations.

In general, however, when deciding whether to share a photo, we found that participants were more
concerned about interpersonal social threats — a person or group of people who participants did not
want to see a photo — than the institutional threats Image DePO was specifically designed to address.
Therein lies an important disconnect between we who design anti-surveillance technologies and the
general cOSN-using public: protection against institutional harms like surveillance and censorship in
sharing original content online is a secondary concern, much like all security and privacy concerns
[38]. One may value the properties of security and privacy when sharing a photo, but one’s primary
concern in sharing that photo is not to be secure or private but to relay a message or solicit social
support, etc. Accordingly, we argue that in order to see more widespread use and facilitate gradual
decentralization, DePOs must be designed to align protection against secondary institutional threats
with protection against primary social threats.

In short, we make the following contributions in this work:

(1) We developed of a proof-of-concept DePO, Image DePO, that allows participants to share
secret images through a decentralized CDN over Facebook.

(2) We identified the lived threats that our queer and BIPOC participants considered when posting
images to cOSNs like Facebook, as well as the mitigating behaviors they took to protect their
content from those threats.

(3) We evaluated Image DePO and synthesized design considerations for the development of
future DePOs to help reduce the impact of surveillance through gradual decentralization of
online social networks.

2 RELATED WORK
Casemajor et al. defines active non-participation as the "politically willful engagement in a platform
in order to slow it down or disrupt it, or exiting the platform entirely due to active decision making." In
this definition, there are three methods of active non-participation: obfuscation, sabotage, and exodus
[24]. Here, we briefly survey related work in a form of active non-participation called obfuscation.
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We also survey prior work on minority perspectives and analyses to inform the design and evaluation
of Image DePO—centering the voices of queer and BIPOC folks in its design and evaluation.

2.1 Active Non-Participation through Obfuscation
Obfuscation is the deliberate addition of ambiguous, confusing, or misleading information to interfere
with surveillance and data collection with the goals of buying time, providing cover or deniability,
evading observation, interfering with profiling, or expressing protest [22]. Obfuscating tactics have
been used throughout human history by marginalized populations to communicate under the gaze of
powerful centralized institutions — so much so that Brunton and Nissenbaum have called obfuscation
the “weapon of the weak.” Obfuscation can take many forms but here we focus on prior work in
image obfuscation.

2.1.1 Stateful Image Obfuscation. Stateful image obfuscation involves splitting an image the
user desires to be protected–the secret image–into different observable “states”. Ra et al. obfuscate
sensitive images by splitting the image into two parts, one public which is posted to social media and
the other which is saved in a cloud provider (e.g. Dropbox) with the two pieces only combined if a
viewer has to appropriate permissions [83]. He et al. similarly encrypted only portions of an image
(e.g., face) to be decrypted by the key-holder [51]. These approaches allow for protection of shared
images, though they are simple to detect by a casual observer as the images are highly perturbed and
thus simple to disrupt by a central authority.

2.1.2 Stateless Image Obfuscation. Stateless image obfuscation is a WYSIWYG form of
information hiding that redacts sensitive parts of an image while maintaining its overall cohesion.
Hassan et al. presented a tool to detect sensitive portions of an image and overlay a cartoon image
to censor it [50]. In a qualitative evaluation of their tool, Hasan et al. found that users make a
trade-off between the aesthetics of an obfuscated image and the protection it provides [49]. One
major drawback of the “stateless” approach is the large amount of perturbation to the original image,
effecting its aesthetic and making it simple to detect by a casual observer. With Image DePO, we
were interested in covert obfuscation that does not affect the aesthetics of the secret image and is
non-obvious to a cOSN.

2.1.3 Steganographic Obfuscation. Steganography is a method of obfuscation in which data is
hidden within a “cover” medium (e.g., photo, document, video). The effectiveness of steganography
is determined by three heuristics: data retention, data detect-ability, and data capacity. As with any
adversarial method, work into making data less detectable animated a forensic effort to detect and
uncover steganographic messages. This kind of “arms race” is familiar to those within the security
community, and is an ongoing relationship in the steganography community [62]. However it is
important to recall the goals of obfuscation are transient in nature—evade, obstruct, or buy time and
not necessarily to permanently protect. With this said, there is a rich set of literature for obfuscation
schemes that target OSNs. With FaceCloak, Luo et al. obfuscated all text fields on Facebook, hot-
swapping the fake values with real ones from a proprietary server [66]. Directly related to FaceCloak,
NOYB protects Facebook user profile data by shuffling “atoms” of data among NOYB users and
disentangling them by reference via a public dictionary file – salted with non-user data to hinder
mining by adversary [47]. Hummingbird by Cristofaro et al. provided privacy on Twitter by running
a parallel service to encrypt a users tweets and decrypt them for approved followers [32]. Lucas and
Borisov introduced FlyByNight, a Facebook application for the encryption of direct messages [65];
accomplished by registering as a Facebook app and running a proprietary server. Beato et al. presents
a tool for hiding links to data on a publicly addressable storage service; however, this scheme still
relies on third-party “hashmap services” (e.g., TinyURL) for content delivery [10]. Image DePO is
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unique from other OSN obfuscation approaches in that it does not require the user to trust or rely on
a separate third party institution — IPFS is a P2P protocol, not a service — and Image DePO’s use is
hidden from casual observers.

2.2 Decentralized Online Social Networks
Beyond masking and obfuscating personal data shared through cOSNs, other prior work attempted to
spur an exodus from cOSNs to dOSNs. Paul et al. surveyed 16 dOSNs in the literature and provided
insights to the possible implications of dOSNs if widely adopted including problems around resource
provisioning, profile availability, and functionality that cOSNs are currently better suited for [78].
This analysis covered exploratory work proposing new dOSNs like Cachet [73], DECENT [57],
Persona [3], Safebook [33], and Vis-a-Vis [89]. Each of these exploratory platforms presented a
blueprint for dOSNs, though their approaches and evaluations were mainly technical and did consider
human factors. In a critical analysis of the failings of dOSNs, however, Narayanan et al. argue that
pure technological innovation is not enough for adoption and human factors must be considered [72].

There have been several attempts to bring dOSNs to market with Mastodon2 as one of the better
known solutions—a decentralized Twitter-like OSN. However, Mastodon has failed to gain main-
stream appeal mirroring the fate of other commercial dOSNs (e.g., Diaspora3). These commercial
failures can be attributed to the requirement for technical knowledge that cOSNs abstract away (e.g.,
hosting a server) [78]. This complexity in usability is compounded by the high cost users feel about
leaving an OSN they have invested in—the so-called cold start problem that all new OSNs encounter
be they centralized or decentralized [6, 8, 9, 53, 63, 79]. DePOs curtail the cold start problem by
allowing users to remain on their cOSN of choice; they add the ability to share select content with
their existing social network on the cOSN through a decentralized CDN.

2.3 Queer and BIPOC folks’ use of and experiences with technology
While OSNs have been invaluable for the community building, organizing, and celebration of BIPOC
and queer users, the processes cOSNs subject their users to have caused out-sized harm to these
communities. Prior work has documented said harms, pushed for more equitable practices, and
analyzed the sociotechnical effects of technology on marginal groups [76, 94]. Technology, including
cOSNs, codifies discrimination in the way they are built and function by centering design around
“normal” users (read cisgender, heterosexual, and white) while still being considered “value-neutral”
and “objective” [12, 19, 88].

The disproportionate surveillance of black and brown individuals aided by cOSN data collection
and aggregation reflect how supposedly “value-neutral” systems can harm minority populations
[20, 75]. Noble’s “Algorithms of Oppression” discusses how the outcomes of aggregated data analysis
often reflect societal attitudes as opposed to truths (e.g., criminalized black men and sexualization
of black girls in Google search) [74]. Similarly, queer users often find themselves more heavily
moderated, scoring as more “toxic” than racist content due to the use of “mock impoliteness” in
queer communities [36]. Prior work has also shown queer folk — especially transgender individuals
— feel at risk of harassment even in safe spaces on public platforms [87]. Compounding the issue,
queer users still “in the closet” are at risk of “being outed” to people online and offline hostile to
their identity because of normative nudges towards full disclosure on OSNs [30].

However, even with these online struggles both queer and BIPOC users have been able to carve
out portions of OSNs for themselves and even make the systems work for them [60, 70], a tradition
not unfamiliar to the marginalized [13]. Queer users have found social technology useful in exploring

2mastodon.social
3joindiaspora.com
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(a) Upload Flow (b) OSN Flow (c) Retrieval Flow

Fig. 1. System diagram with the three stages of Image DePO

and developing their sexual identity while living in a heteronormative or anti-queer environment
[48, 67, 68]. Similarly, through OSNs, BIPOC users can interact and exchange culturally relevant
content as Brock illustrates with “Black Twitter” as an example of technology use within systems
that often reinforce long-standing racial practices [19]. Given that marginalized folks — like those
who belong to queer and BIPOC communities — disproportionately bear the costs of institutional
surveillance, we centered their voices in the design and evaluation of Image DePO.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented Image DePO as a proof-of-concept decentralized private overlay (DePO) for sharing
secret images on Facebook. We focus on Facebook because it remains the largest and most popular
cOSN on which photo sharing is a popular use case. Importantly, our goal in this work was to use
our implementation of Image DePO as a design probe through which we might explore and evaluate
the utility of DePOs from the perspective of end-users; as such, we have not yet released it for public
use nor do we claim that it is, in its present form, a reliable means of countering surveillance.

Image DePO is a browser extension that allows users to share secret images on Facebook through
IPFS — a peer-to-peer data delivery protocol. To minimize disruption to the end-user experience of
Facebook, Image DePO injects interface elements into the Facebook web user interface. When users
decide to share a secret image, they click on a button injected into Facebook’s web composer element
titled: “Share with Image DePO”. Users select the image they would like to secretly share, and
then this image is served with a locally running IPFS node. We then steganographically encode the
secret image’s address into an automatically generated cover image and this cover image is uploaded
onto Facebook’s servers. Viewers with Image DePO installed can see the secret image — it will
be dynamically hot-swapped for the cover image by Image DePO, which will look for an encoded
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address in any image that Facebook loads onto the user’s browser. Facebook and viewers who do
not have Image DePO installed, however, will see only the cover image. Note that we do not add an
additional layer of audience selection onto Image DePO; any viewer who has Image DePO installed
and who can see the cover image on Facebook through the viewer’s chosen privacy settings will be
able to see the secret image.

The core threat model we aim to address with Image DePO is a cOSN that hosts and distributes
content generated by end-users to their connections and other users of the platform. Here, we assume
the target cOSN is a passive warden – a steganography adversary who passively notices and disrupts
a hidden message [26]. We assume the cOSN can modify the images that are uploaded onto its
servers and indeed do compress them, but has an incentive to keep images aesthetically similar to the
original — failure to do so might result in end-users migrating off the platform to one that does not
modify their content, for example. Given this threat, then, two key design goals for Image DePO
included resilience against naïve detection and corruption of secret content in uploaded cover images.
Our implementation of Image DePO focused on Facebook as the oppositional cOSN — but there is
nothing specific about the broad approach unique to Facebook.

In short, in designing Image DePO, we were driven by the following three design goals:

• Secret images should be distributed via Facebook in a decentralized manner.
• Cover images should be resilient against naïve detection and corruption of secret content.
• There should be minimal disruption to the user experience of uploading and viewing images

on Facebook.

3.1 Decentralized Content Delivery
This significantly lowers the technical knowledge necessary for the average user to use the decentral-
ized web, allowing them to easily “pin” files to their node for serving on the network.

To avoid reliance on a new trusted, centralized server for hosting and distributing secret images we
used a distributed file sharing protocol called IPFS. IPFS is a peer to peer file-sharing protocol that
consists of a swarm of interconnected nodes. While traditionally content is requested with a HTTP
address indicating where to find it, IPFS makes requests using a 46 character string representing the
cryptographic hash of the content. This hash is known as the “content identifier” (CID) and is both
unique and immutable for the data it represents. Any node hosting a piece of content can respond to
a request, delivering content through a peer-to-peer connection with the requester. Each IPFS node
has both ephemeral and persistent data it serves. A node that received content from a given CID
in turn begins to serve shards of the content until the garbage collector removes it from the data
store. On the other hand, content that one wishes to keep alive can be “pinned” to the node, serving
the whole file and keeping the garbage collector from removing it. Using IPFS is participatory and
collaborative with no economic incentive built in, if nobody using IPFS is hosting content identified
by a CID it is inaccessible. Fortunately, IPFS nodes can run on a wide range of devices like phones,
personal computers, servers, or even within a web-page using JavaScript. IPFS was chosen over
other distributed file delivery systems as it requires little technical knowledge for users install, self
perpetuates content such that availability increases as it is viewed by more people, and costs users
nothing beyond some hard-drive use.

3.2 Resilience Against Detection and Corruption
Given that Image DePO is reliant on Facebook to host and distribute the cover image, it is imperative
that these images are viewed as no different than any other image that may be uploaded on to
Facebook. Thus, in encoding secret content into the uploaded cover image, we must ensure that there
are no obviously discernible artifacts either visually or at the byte level. These requirements led us
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to explore steganography — methods to conceal secret data within publicly view-able content. We
chose the YASS steganographic method — based on the F5 algorithm [92, 103] — which encodes
secret data into the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients of images in the JPEG format. Newer
steganographic methods are more resistant to steganalysis as they use deep learning [28]. However,
implementing a more advanced method needlessly complicates the design probe as Facebook is
considered a passive warden.

We steganographically encode the CID of the secret image. Given our use of steganography, one
might ask: why not skip IPFS altogether and steganographically store the secret image in the cover
image? In steganography, there is an inverse relationship between visual degradation and the number
of bits hidden in a cover photo. As such, embedding a secret image into a cover image requires it to
be substantially larger than the secret image. This constraint poses a practical challenge — Facebook
compresses images that are above a certain size ( section 3.4). Thus, the secret image would need
to be significantly scaled down to be directly encoded in a cover image without causing obviously
discernable artifacts in the image.

By storing a fixed-length address, instead, we evade this problem by reducing the amount of data
to be hidden and fixing the size of the hidden message. Moreover, doing so affords us space for
redundancy, to help ensure the encoded secret information can still be recovered even through the
compression process, as explained in the next section.

3.2.1 Avoiding Secret Corruption. When an image is uploaded onto Facebook, it is transformed,
compressed and manipulated which can corrupt an encoded secret. To avoid this corruption, we
conducted a forensic analysis of Facebook’s image processing pipeline and designed the secret
embedding process to minimize the risk. As Facebook’s image processing pipeline is not public,
we employed the use of image forensic analyses as demonstrated in prior work [1, 23, 25]. We
built a corpus of images with different sizes and shapes we uploaded to Facebook and retrieved
to determine changes made to the platform since Amsden and Chen’s analysis in 2015 [1]. We
combined knowledge from prior work and our own empirical experiments to profile the optimal
meta-attributes (e.g., size, shape, compression) of a cover image (section 3.4).

In our design, we also focus on avoiding naïve detection and corruption of the encoded secret.
Although YASS has well documented methods of detection that could be used against Image DePO
cover images to actively detect their upload by Facebook [59], recall we consider Facebook to be
a passive actor. The simplest form of steganalysis is a byte-by-byte comparison of a cover image
against an original, a function that can be made client-side by the Facebook interface (e.g., block
upload of the Image DePO cover image). With this in mind, we took the approach of using a freely
available Generative Adversarial Network service, https://thisxdoesnotexist.com. This approach
ensures each cover photo from Image DePO is unique and cannot be compared against an original.

3.3 Minimizing Disruption to the User Experience
Finally, given that users often struggle with and reject security and privacy solutions that encumber
or complicate their use of computing systems [15, 38, 43, 43, 86, 104], a core design goal for Image
DePO was to minimize disruption to the user experience of Facebook. Accordingly, we directly
integrated all end-user touch-points for Image DePO within Facebook’s web interface. To facilitate
use of Image DePO for uploaders, we inserted a “Share with Image DePO” button into Facebook’s
new post composer element — ensuring that using Image DePO would require little additional
effort once the decision to share a photo on Facebook is made. Conversely, to simplify the viewer
experience, Image DePO dynamically swaps the cover image (delivered by Facebook) with the
secret image (delivered by IPFS). Thus, after its initial installation, Image DePO requires little-to-no
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Image upload process result 1a. (b) Image retrieval process result 1c.

additional effort on the part of the user. We offer a more detailed explanation of the user experience
in the sections below.

3.3.1 Image Owner. The steps to share a secret image with a cover image uploaded to Facebook
are as follows (fig. 1a):

(1) The user clicks the “Share with Image DePO” button injected into the new post form (fig. 3).
(2) The user chooses the image they wish to share from the file explorer.
(3) The user is presented with the post creation dialogue with their cover image and can tag,

comment, etc., as normal (fig. 2a).
(4) The user clicks “Post”, sharing the cover image.

The inserted Image DePO button when selected acts as an HTML file input element. Upon the
selection of a file, it is “pinned” to the locally running IPFS node. The extension retrieves a randomly
generated photo from the site https://thisxdoesnotexist.com/—a repository of hosted Generative
Adversarial Networks. Using a modified JPEG encoder that implements YASS, the CID is embedded
into the generated cover image. The resulting cover image is then programmatically added to
Facebook’s input form. This triggers Facebook’s proprietary events presenting the user with Figure

Fig. 3. Facebook posting controls with Image DePO installed.
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2a with an injected image overlay. From this point, sharing is like any other image where users can
provide a caption, tag a user, and so on.

3.3.2 Image Viewer. Image DePO requires no direct action on the part of the viewer. Images
from Image DePO show as native to the platform with only an added overlay element to indicate they
were retrieved from Image DePO. The full process of image retrieval is summarized in Figure 1c.
When the Facebook interface attempts to fetch an image from their servers, the extension intercepts
this request. The full-sized image is instead requested and using the modified JPEG encoder the
image is scanned for an embedded CID. If a CID is not found, the retrieved image from Facebook is
forwarded to the interface. Otherwise, IPFS is queried with the retrieved CID and the resulting image
is inserted in place of the cover image. The end result of this process is seen in Figure 2b.

3.4 Forensic Analysis of Facebook’s Image Processing Pipeline
In order to encode secret content into cover images in a manner that is unlikely to be corrupted
by Facebook’s image processing pipeline, we required an understanding of how Facebook’s image
processing pipeline manipulated the byte-content of uploaded images. To acquire this understanding,
we conducted a forensic analysis on images uploaded onto Facebook.

Hiney et al. performed a similar forensic analysis in 2015 [55]. However as Facebook is an
ever-evolving platform, it was deemed likely that the image upload pipeline had changed. Facebook,
as with most other platforms, makes use of the JPEG format—a lossy compression format based
on discrete cosine transforms (DCTs) to convert an image to the frequency domain and Huffman
encoding. Our forensic analysis aimed to find the image size, compression ratio, and quantization
tables that minimize perturbations to the DCT coefficients of an uploaded JPEG image. Minimal DCT
coefficient perturbation is necessary as YASS encodes data into the DCT coefficients. To perform
our analysis, we used a subset of 500 randomly selected images from the Flickr 8K dataset [56]. The
goal of our analysis was to develop a compression function 𝐶𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑃𝑂 for an image 𝑥 such that:

𝐶𝐹𝑏 (𝑥) ≈ 𝐶𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑃𝑂 (𝑥) (1)

JPEG images are stored as DCT coefficients in three different channels: Y, U, and V. The Y channel
represents image’s luminance while the U and V channels indicate the chrominance of the image. It
is common for JPEG image steganography techniques, and indeed YASS, to hide data into Y channel.
In our study, images were compared with a suite of tools including ImageMagick’s “Identify” tool
[100], the “findimagedupes” linux package, and a Matlab script that provided the diff between two
JPEG image DCT coefficients.

Intuitively, 𝐶𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑃𝑂 should closely match 𝐶𝐹𝑏 to avoid perturbation. To confirm this intuition
we needed to examine if an image re-uploaded to Facebook is approximately the same after re-
compression:

𝐶𝐹𝑏 (𝑥) = 𝑥 ′

𝐶𝐹𝑏 (𝑥 ′) = 𝑥 ′′

𝑥 ′ ≈ 𝑥 ′′
(2)

Thus, all 500 images of varying sizes were uploaded to Facebook and their full-size server coun-
terparts were downloaded. A random set of 20 images were then re-uploaded and downloaded
on Facebook. Using the aforementioned tools, we compared 𝑥 ′ and 𝑥 ′′ and found only minimal
differences with DCT coefficients at maximum perturbed ±1.

Additionally, we experimented to find the range of 𝑥 with respect to its pixel dimensions, finding:

maxℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑥),𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ(𝑥) ≤ 2048px (3)
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With the confirmation that 𝑥 ′ ≈ 𝑥 ′′ and knowledge of the size constraint, we developed 𝐶𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑃𝑂

to closely mirror 𝐶𝐹𝑏 while embedding a secret message.
JPEG compression consists of quantization and sampling steps and we found all images uploaded

to Facebook used the same quantization table. Similarly, a sampling of 1x2x2 is applied to all images
uploaded to Facebook. This means no sampling is applied to Y channel DCT coefficients — the
channel we are interested in. Hence, we developed a native JavaScript YASS [92] library that embeds
and extracts messages while compressing with Facebook’s quantization table and sampling scheme.

4 USER EVALUATION
We qualitatively evaluated our working proof-of-concept of Image DePO by allowing participants
to use the prototype in a controlled, test-environment and conducting follow-up semi-structured
interviews and free-response surveys. Our goal in evaluating Image DePO was not to prove its
immediate effectiveness as a tool to subvert cOSNs but to gain insights into how DePOs, more
broadly, might be designed to address the lived threats that participants consider when sharing photos
on cOSNs. As noted in prior design research in HCI, the act of building and designing a working
system used by real people can help foreground design insights that are otherwise difficult to attain
[107]. As a reminder, our goal was to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 What threats, and mitigating strategies thereof, do queer and BIPOC participants consider

when sharing photos on cOSNs?
RQ2 How might a decentralized privacy overlay (DePO) help address the concerns identified in

RQ1?
RQ3 What new concerns might a DePO introduce for queer and BIPOC populations when sharing

photos on centralized OSNs?

4.1 Participants

ID Age Ethnicity Gender Queer
1 32 Asian Man -
2 34 Black Woman ✓
3 31 Asian Woman -
4 26 White Woman ✓
7 49 Black Man -
8 21 Asian Woman ✓
9 50 White Man ✓

10 38 Asian Man -
11 30 Asian Non-binary ✓
12 44 White Woman ✓

ID Age Ethnicity Gender Queer
13 34 White Woman ✓
14 51 White Man ✓
15 27 White Woman ✓
16 23 Asian, White Woman -
17 35 Asian Man -
18 29 White Woman ✓
19 32 Asian Man -
20 31 White Woman ✓
21 31 Black Woman -

Fig. 4. Participant demographics

Prior work suggests that the costs of surveillance are disproportionately borne by those from
minority, marginalized and non-dominant groups [20, 60, 69]. By centering the voices of those who
stand to gain the most out of subverting the surveillance and censorship capabilities of cOSNs, we
should uncover insights that will help the design of DePOs for all users. To that end, we recruited
participants who identified as queer or BIPOC from the Prolific platform — two communities with
whom several of the authors of this paper identify. Prospective participants were only told that they
would be evaluating a browser extension, but were not given details about what the extension did.
Eliding that a study is specifically about privacy in recruiting participants is a common strategy in the
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usable privacy literature to avoid a self-selection bias in recruiting (see, e.g., [18, 40]). In total, 19
participants were recruited: an even split of 11 queer and 11 BIPOC with some overlap. Participants
5 and 6 were disqualified from the study as they identified as white and queer in prescreening but
identified as non-queer during the interview.

A majority of the respondents were between the ages of 21 and 35 with a range of 21 to 50 years
old. A single participant identified as non-binary while 11 identified as women and 7 identified as
men. Eight participants identified as white, seven identified as Asian, three as Black, and a single
participant identified as both Asian and white. Participants self reported a mean computer literacy
of 3.95 on a linear scale from 1 to 5. Participants were familiar with browser extensions, with only
one participant indicated having 0 and the rest reporting between 1 and 6 installed. Additionally,
the majority of our participants indicated that they used the Google Chrome browser (a statistic that
mirrors wider adoption statistics of browser usage).

4.2 Procedure
We carried out our evaluation in three parts during a one-hour session: an intake survey, a semi-
structured interview that involved participants trialing Image DePO in a controlled context, and an
exit interview.

4.2.1 Intake survey. At a scheduled time, each participant was asked to complete a web survey
recalling at least three instances in which they wished to share a photo but chose not to or reconsidered
and deleted. To protect the privacy of our participants and allow for a wider set of situations the
participant may consider reporting, we elected to ask for an image description as opposed to a file
upload.

For each photo, the participant was asked which site they wished to share it on and why they
decided not to share it. Participants were also asked if they shared the photo some other way (i.e., via
SMS, Email, Messaging App, Encrypted Messaging App, and Other).

4.2.2 Trialing Image DePO and semi-structured interview. After the intake survey, the partic-
ipant was connected to a researcher who carried out a semi-structured interview while having the
participant use the extension. To create a controlled environment compatible with remote participa-
tion, we employed a pre-configured virtual machine. The interviewer greeted participants and gave a
short introduction, explaining what the extension does and its decentralized nature. Following this,
the interviewer engaged the participant in a discussion about considerations they had in their decision
to not share the images they described earlier, the level of control they feel over their data online, and
what steps they take to protect themselves online.

Participants were then connected to the virtual machine via remote desktop software. The in-
terviewer asked the participant to download an image of their choice (e.g., dog, cat, flower) and
then share the image using Image DePO on Facebook. We employed a study-specific test Facebook
account to protect our participants’ privacy and abide by the recruitment platform’s terms of service.
Next, the interviewer asked the participant to express any confusions, frustrations, or other thoughts
they had using Image DePO. Finally, the interviewer observed the use of the tool, only directing
when requested.

When finished with the extension walk-through, we gathered participants’ immediate reaction to
Image DePO. The interviewer investigated Image DePO’s usability to identify concerns missed in
development. Next, the interviewer brought the discussion to considerations and concerns mentioned
earlier by the participant and whether Image DePO addressed them. Interviewers attempted to gain
concrete reasons behind participant responses as opposed to simply accepting affirmations. After this,
the discussion was driven to how the participant felt about the decentralized component of Image
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DePO. In the end, participants had the opportunity to express any feedback about Image DePO not
covered by the discussion.

4.2.3 Exit survey. The exit survey revisits the photos described in the intake survey after using
Image DePO. Participants are asked directly if they think they would use Image DePO for these
images and questioned about for what purpose they would and would not see themselves using the
extension’s features. Finally, a text box for general feedback is provided.

4.3 Thematic analysis
Interviews were transcribed using the https://otter.ai speech to text tool with the resulting transcripts
manually corrected. The lead researcher read the resulting transcripts and short answers, extracting
excerpts relating to the research questions. The excerpts were then classified into categories using
open coding by the lead researcher which were then discussed and focused in cooperation with
the secondary researchers. This process was repeated until a focused set of excerpts and codes
categorizing the excerpts was achieved. Next, the lead researcher identified patterns in the codes
and grouped them according to emergent narrative themes (i.e., thematic analysis [17]). These
themes were again discussed and focused in cooperation with the secondary researcher over multiple
iterations ensuring cohesion. Finally, the resulting codes and themes were taken back to the data
to evaluate their validity when applied in the wider context of the transcript or free response. This
whole process was iterated upon until the themes and codes were stable between iterations.

5 FINDINGS
We next present our findings on the threats considered by our participants at the time of posting
a photo, their current strategies for mitigating said threats, how Image DePO might address these
threats, and new concerns Image DePO might raise. Overall, we find: 1) our participants’ lived threats
and mitigation strategies largely align with prior work, 2) Image DePO addresses much of the threats
and concerns to give participants a greater sense of control over the data they share, and 3) Image
DePO is missing key features for users to consider using it regularly such as customizable cover
images and access control.

5.1 Threats that inhibit photo sharing on online social networks
We started by asking participants to reflect on salient threats that inhibited their sharing of specific
photos on a cOSN. This understanding was necessary in order to contextualize participants’ responses
to Image DePO. Our findings in this section help confirm and extend many of the findings from prior
work examining sharing behavior, boundary regulation, context collapse, regrets and self-censorship
on social media.

We found that participants primarily considered three threats that inhibited photo sharing on
cOSNs: threats within their social circle, threats outside of their social circle, and institutional
threats. In turn, each threat was associated with a number of concerns, mostly centered around who
might access an image that might be shared. Finally, to mitigate these concerns in sharing photos on
cOSNs, participants employed a number of ad-hoc strategies including: leveraging inbuilt privacy
controls, managing multiple accounts, employing judicious selection of friends and followers, using
direct messaging, and practicing self-censorship.

Table 1 lists concerns raised by participants who were reluctant to share photos.

5.1.1 Threats Within Social Circle. In deciding whether or not to post an image, participants
revealed how consideration of people within their social circle influenced the decision. Specifically,
the decision to post a photo largely relied on a consideration of a subset of the sharer’s social circle
(e.g., work contacts, extended family) — i.e., the imagined audience [64].
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Example Photo Reason Shared Concern

My cat sitting on my lap and me
trying to work on my computer.

Too many cat photos, didn’t want to
look like I’m not taking work seri-
ously.

- Disclosure

My daughter in a dance pose
with her leg in the air.

The dance moms are competitive, I
didn’t want them judging her.

- Disclosure

A friend and me dressed up for
Mardi Gras.

My friend’s wife didn’t know that she
was visiting me.

SMS Disclosure

A horse I ride. A friend is afraid of horses and the
horse’s owner is friends with me.

SMS Disclosure

A pie our neighbor dropped off. I didn’t want neighbors to be jealous. SMS Disclosure

My son at the beach. Location tagged and maskless. - Searchability

Boyfriend and me on the couch
together.

Discomfort sharing life with people
I’m not close friends with.

SMS Disclosure

A group of friends taken post-
dinner, in the living room.

I think people would assume things
about violating COVID rules.

- Disclosure

Henna on my hand. Hard to share aspects of my culture. - Disclosure

A group selfie with friends. People might assume I don’t follow
restrictions despite wearing masks.

SMS Disclosure

My son holding a turkey drum-
stick this Thanksgiving.

I worry that it would give the wrong
message about social gatherings.

- Disclosure

My new condo. Don’t want people to find my home. - Searchability

My friend and me after we fin-
ished an escape room.

Taken during COVID, and I thought
there might be a negative reaction.

SMS Disclosure

Selfie while hiking a mountain. People may find where I was going. SMS Searchability

A selfie with my new sunglasses Afraid of this picture becoming public,
I don’t trust Instagram.

- Searchability

Rayshard Brooks mural Felt risky after what happened to
protesters.

- Searchability

Table 1. Photo examples, the reason they weren’t shared on a cOSN, the alternate method if
applicable, and the concern it aligns with. Threats separated in the table (top: inside social circle,
middle: outside social circle, bottom: institutional).
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The strongest concern associated with within social circle threats was a fear of disclosure to
the “the wrong person” leading to conflict or judgement. Several participants had coworkers as
followers on an OSN, causing the concern an image they want to share could make them look lazy or
unproductive. Others worried a subset of their friends or connections may cast unfair judgement on
them or the subjects of the content. Some had the concern a specific acquaintance would see a post
or series of posts deemed inappropriate for the person.

In short, within social circle threats were often the result of context collapse [29, 35] — the
conflation of multiple social networks into one on cOSNs — leading to challenges with boundary
regulation [97] and impression management [82] as has been documented in prior literature studying
behavioral inhibitions on social media.

5.1.2 Threats Outside Social Circle. Many participants also reported concerns about persons on
the periphery or outside of their social circle (e.g., friends of friends, random internet users, hackers).

Participants were concerned about their disclosure of information to the public. Participants
expressed concern that images they post may allow people outside their social circles to infer or
make judgements on their location, beliefs, relationships, or attitude toward COVID restrictions. This
is specifically attributed to outside social circle concerns as several participants mentioned the broad
user base of cOSNs like Facebook and Instagram as a factor: “ I’m hesitant about posting family
photos on my Facebook, I’m not comfortable with strangers seeing those photos of me. I don’t want
to get messages or people commenting that I don’t know. ” (P4)

Participants were also concerned the content they hoped to keep semi-public might be found
through careful searching. “ I’m uncomfortable that someone can Google my name and find a photo
of me as I have an uncommon last name. ” (P4) Some participants revealed being harassed as they
had a publicly findable account: “ I made it public to try and get more followers. Then I kept getting
a lot of weird direct messages from random guys. ” (P16) However, one participant desired to be
found on the cOSN but not on Google. “ [I have settings so] if you’re on Google, you can’t search
for me, but on Facebook you can find me. ” (P21)

Our findings add to a long tradition of scholarship in privacy and social computing that foregrounds
the tension between privacy and publicity on the social internet — our participants, like most people,
both wanted privacy and protection while keeping the benefits of community, connection and fame
that OSNs afford [42, 77, 95].

5.1.3 Institutional Threats. Institutional threats (e.g., corporations, governments) provided some
anxiety to participants but were not at the forefront of their concerns when making photo sharing
decisions.

Many participants indicated a concern about data permanence—the idea that uploaded content can
never truly be deleted from a cOSN. These participants placed the blame on the platforms themselves,
with distrust over data being truly deleted. “ I can delete it but I believe once everything is on the
internet, it is staying there and regardless backups are created at the server side even if deleted locally.
” (P10) This uncertainty and distrust led participants to feel a sense of powerlessness over their data.
“ I don’t think there is a lot of control [over what I upload]. When I put stuff on Facebook, people
can see it for a long time. I can delete it, but it can be found if somebody really wanted to find it. I
really don’t trust [the OSNs]. ” (P21)

Participants also expressed concern about the searchability of personal data, foregrounding fears
around algorithmic analysis, indexing, and reprisal. One instance was the automatic person tagging
by OSNs with facial recognition models of users. “ I remember when that spooky stuff started
happening, where it was like, do you want to tag Sherry? And I’m like, yeah, wait a second. ” (P9)
Also, fears around reprisal from the state due to the content of a shared photo. “ My knowledge
of data security affects what I take photos of. I went to a protest and left my phone in the car so I
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didn’t even accidentally take a photo in my pocket and have that metadata. ” (P13) This concern that
institutions can search participants’ prior posts combined with the distrust around the removal of
uploaded content helps explain why many choose to self-censor.

Some participants revealed a concern around wrongful moderation — content a user shared is
unfairly removed from the platform and restrictions placed on the poster. One participant who
expressed playful rudeness or vulgarity faced consequences that made them reconsider what they
could post. “ One time I uploaded an [Instagram] story and I had my middle finger [up] and I got
shadowbanned for two weeks. [The ban] was super quick, I was surprised I was banned over that.
” (P16) Another participant was concerned about the removal of content considered to be socially
important. “ I’ve seen a lot of videos that were flagged for violence, just because someone was
arrested. There was no violence... maybe some strong words here and there but the kind of thing that
you’d see in all kinds of videos. ” (P9)

The combined concerns of data permanence, searchability, and wrongful moderation from institu-
tional threats appeared to have had a chilling effect on our participants use of online social networks
— participants either posted uncontroversial content (e.g., nature, pets, or selfies) or not at all. While
we do not necessarily advocate sharing more content on OSNs, it is important to note that if OSNs
are only seen as platforms for sharing “uncontroversial” content, marginalized communities who are
often considered controversial will be pushed out.

5.1.4 Current Mitigation Strategies. Our participants employed strategies to avoid threats and
allay concerns while still unlocking some of the benefits of cOSNs.
Privacy Controls on cOSNs aided participants in directing who could access content while main-
taining a large following or friends list. Where available, participants created or joined specialized
groups for targeted sharing (e.g., close friends, family). “ I set up the website with very strict privacy
settings and when I upload a picture, I check it’s shared with [only] the people I want. ” (P7)
Multiple Accounts allowed participants to compartmentalize parts of their social circle with multiple
accounts either on a single cOSN or across multiple cOSNs. “ I’m more inclined to post [images of
family and me] on Instagram [as I have less followers there than on Facebook]. ” (P4)
Judicious friends/following list management goes beyond privacy control use, keeping some ac-
quaintances out of an online social circle entirely. “ I never friend current colleagues, because I like
to bitch about work. I didn’t want it to get back to anybody if I crossed the wrong person. Not that
I’m a super contentious human. There are just people out there who like to stir up trouble. ” (P12)
Direct Messaging a small, specific audience allowed some participants to avoid concerns with
cOSNs altogether. Participants mentioned wanting to restrict “access”, avoid moderation, the threat
of search-ability and the presence of personal details in the photo as rationales for engaging in this
behavior. “ I prefer using platforms with... features like encrypted messages. I want to make sure that
my message cannot get caught by someone else. ” (P7)
Self-censorship gave participants peace of mind by avoiding engaging the risks at all. Distrust of
inbuilt privacy tools, in turn, caused some participants to avoid sharing altogether. “ Even if [I use
encrypted messaging] I choose not to share [a photo] whatsoever because I have this mindset that my
privacy can be breached or invaded and I get anxious. ” (P15) Self-censorship was by far the most
prevalent way participants mitigated their fears with 13 of the 19 participants explicitly mentioning it.
Participants wanted to share personal information, but the perceived institutional and social privacy
threats outweighed their desire to share.

Note many of these mitigation strategies are were found in prior work as well. Privacy control use,
friend list management, maintaining multiple accounts, and direct messaging all fall are strategies
of audience selection. Audience selection allowed participants to share posts to curated audiences.
These results echo prior work on channel selection and audience separation as a boundary regulation
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strategy for sharing on social media [39, 91, 97]. Similarly, self-censorship results mirrored prior
literature in social computing [34, 90].

5.2 Threats addressed by Image DePO
Understanding participants’ privacy concerns with sharing photos on cOSNs, we next focused on
understanding participants reactions to and experiences with Image DePO (section 4).

Many participants reported having a favorable impression towards Image DePO, mentioning that
they would use it frequently to share content through Facebook if made publicly available. Note,
however, that such statements cannot be trusted at face value owing to the Hawthorne effect. Our
goal with this analysis, instead, was to use Image DePO as a design probe through which we could
understand how a DePO might address the lived threats that queer and BIPOC folks grapple with
in making day-to-day decisions about what content to share over cOSNs. As such, we primarily
analyzed the rationale for why participants reported a favorable or unfavorable impression towards
Image DePO in the sections to follow, organized by the threats participants reported as being most
salient to their decision making process for sharing photos on cOSNs.

5.2.1 Threats Within Social Circle. With respect to the threats within their social circle and
the concerns they entail, participants reported Image DePO would be a welcome addition to their
audience selection toolset. Several participants mention that their understanding of Image DePO’s
approach simplified the sharing of semi-private content: “ I recently eloped, I would probably [use
Image DePO to] share photos from that event with close friends and loved ones but wouldn’t want to
take the time to send to them one by one. ” (P1)

Other participants felt Image DePO provided increased assurance that shared content would not
be distributed beyond the groups specified: “ I feel more comfortable sharing with a close group of
friends... I can be confident that the photo is protected and only [a] selected group of people can see
it... I know that only people who have access to this group can see it. ” (P7)

Improving audience selection was not a design goal for Image DePO; indeed, any one of a user’s
Facebook friends who has Image DePO installed would be able to see the secret shared image if
they were in the original audience specified for the cover image on the cOSN. For example, if Alice
shared a secret image via Image DePO on Facebook with the visibility of the cover image set to all of
her friends, then any of her friends with Image DePO installed would be able to see the secret image.

That participants saw the utility of Image DePO as a means through which audience selection
might be improved points to two upshots: first, the messaging of what is being protected from whom
should be made explicit and clear every time a user attempts to share content through a DePO to
avoid unexpected interpersonal privacy violations; second, it appears that the more salient threat to
these participants, when navigating decisions about whether to share photos on cOSNs, are social
and not institutional. Accordingly, focusing strictly on protecting against institutional threats may
fail to attract users.

5.2.2 Threats Outside Social Circle. The concerns participants associated with outside social
circle threats included leaking personal details, and the searchability of their personal data.

P16 indicated that Image DePO could help address concerns about the searchability of data,
especially older data: “ You can post personal things, but not have to worry about if you get too big,
and then [your posts] are really public and people can just track you down. I feel like something like
this could make me want to go public again. ” (P16) The temporal challenges of setting appropriate
access control policies to content shared on cOSNs is a longstanding challenge that has been well
studied in the usable privacy and social computing literature [4, 77]. While not an original design
goal, Image DePO can at least partially protect against data against automated searching by strangers
— as P21 noted: “since Facebook can’t see it, [strangers] can’t see it either.”
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Indeed, many of the concerns related to searchability that our participants raised were, in large
part, enabled or facilitated by the cOSN through which the photos were shared — e.g., search
functionalities and public-by-default content timelines. If the cOSN does not have direct access to
the shared image, it cannot facilitate searches that lead to that image.

5.2.3 Institutional Threats. The concerns that comprised institutional threats included surveil-
lance, data permanence, searchability, and wrongful moderation. Despite the fact that Image DePO
was explicitly designed to address these threats, fewer participants mentioned protection from
institutional threats when discussing their impressions of Image DePO.

Participants who did discuss institutional threats felt a lack of control when posting to Facebook,
and stated that Image DePO increased their control over their data due to its decentralized distribution
model: “with Image DePO, I own my data.” (P19) and “this gets around the platform in a way that
private postings don’t.” (P9)

P11 felt that Image DePO helped address concerns of surveillance specifically: “I would use Image
DePO for practically all of the photos I share on social media websites as long as [OSNs] are unable
to steal/gather info from the images I share.” (P11)

Several participants referenced using Image DePO for sharing images depicting “ civil unrest or
controversial police activity. ” (P9) Additionally, some participants felt Image DePO would be useful
for “planning an event like a protest or rally.” (P18) Image DePO, thus, could help people spur and/or
participate in collective action with reduced fear of institutional surveillance.

P9 felt Image DePO sufficiently addressed the issue of wrongful moderation. “ [Videos are]
getting taken down for what seemed like spurious reasons and that could be a result of an algorithm
that wouldn’t see it if shared with Image DePO. ” (P9) This participant generalized Image DePO
for sharing video content on a platform like YouTube. While beyond the scope of Image DePO,
one could imagine a Video DePO that enables such functionality — allowing YouTube users to
watch de-centrally distributed videos instead of needing to immediately migrate to a less active,
decentralized video streaming platform like DTube.

Participants considered concerns over data permanence and searchability in tandem when assessing
the utility of Image DePO. In explaining why they would use Image DePO, P4 said: “ I feel like
once Facebook can see the image, the ownership of it goes to them. They can save it forever and
share with other parties. For example, an image I posted on Twitter is on Google now forever from a
different website and I cannot take it down. ” (P4) P20 was concerned what the permanence of data
shared on a cOSN could mean for children and felt Image DePO could help address it: “ Is it ethical
to be posting pictures of kids? In 20 years they’ll have to reckon with those pictures since they’re
findable on the internet forever. ” (20) Participants felt that Image DePO could combat against both
of these threats: “it feels like it’s not just putting images out there forever.” (P21)

Some participants (like P16) felt that Image DePO would allow them to engage in active non-
participation to protest against institutional threats. “ I definitely think privacy breaches and having
our data sold is such a real problem. I’m into combating it. I think being aware of what they do is
the first step but then I get unfortunate feeling like I have to limit myself in what I can post. But
something like Image DePO would help. ” (P16)

In summary, while the cOSN was not at the forefront of participants’ threats when making decisions
about sharing photos on social media, participants generally found Image DePO to be a useful tool
that afforded them a greater sense of control over their personal data. Other participants mistakenly
believed that Image DePO could provide protection against interpersonal threats, suggesting that these
threats may be more salient for those participants at the moment of decision making. However, this
mistaken assumption could result in privacy violations if Image DePO were used without appropriate
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expectation setting about what data is being protected from whom. We discuss the implication of
these results for the design of future DePOs.

5.3 Threats resulting from Image DePO
Novel technologies — even those designed with good intentions — are rarely unilaterally good. We
next explored if and how Image DePO raised new concerns for our participants.

Several participants were concerned about access control in Image DePO and the risks they
perceive of decentralization. Others raised concerns about the availability of the images protected
by Image DePO. Some worried that the use of generated images would affect their public-facing
persona. Finally, a few participants were concerned about the ethics of a tool that allow users to
bypass “legitimate” forms of moderation.

5.3.1 Data and Device Access. While some participants assumed Image DePO would afford
enhanced audience selection capabilities, others recognized the lack of direct support for enhanced
interpersonal audience selection as a short-coming: “ I think the reasons I don’t post to Facebook are
general privacy and Facebook’s algorithm, yes, but also who among my Facebook friends can see
things? I am the daughter of a police officer, I would not want him to be able to access images on
Image DePO. ” (P13) This quote explicitly illustrates the mismatch between Image DePO’s focus
on protection against institutional threats versus the day-to-day interpersonal threats that were more
salient to some of our participants when making decisions to share photos on cOSNs.

Some participants voiced concerns about the security of the IPFS protocol and the safety of
their device. For example, P15 felt positively about Image DePO’s capabilities “as long as [content
retrieval from personal device] doesn’t affect me in any way negatively”. This sentiment is echoed
by P16, who voiced a more specific fear that content delivery using IPFS could provide “friends &
family (or harmful third party)” with “access to my device”. Using Image DePO requires users to
join the IPFS network, which does entail distributing data to other nodes on the network for content
that a user elects to “pin” — but being a node on the network does not allow other users direct access
to one’s device. A top-level upshot, then, is that DePOs must clearly communicate to end-users what
exactly what content is available for peer-nodes on the IPFS network to access.

5.3.2 Content Availability. Image DePO was developed for desktop browsers but cOSNs provide
access to shared content on a multitude of devices. Participants expressed concerned that a decentral-
ized approach to content delivery would reduce the availability of the content they shared to specific
browsers and devices, or require re-sharing on multiple devices. P12, for example, wondered how
their content might be distributed if their device was offline:“what if my device is not active?” (P12)
Another concern was compatibility between different versions of Facebook or other cOSN. As there
is no companion mobile application to Image DePO, yet, mobile users would only see cover images.
Some worried about visibility, that people “will see the wrong thing if I want to show someone on
my phone.” (P16)

Many of these concerns are not necessarily fundamental limitations of DePOs but a matter of engi-
neering effort — indeed, our implementation of Image DePO was a proof-of-concept. Nevertheless,
these concerns suggests that some participants may not be ready to use DePOs until they are reliably
supported on a broad range of devices.

5.3.3 Control over cover images. Many participants voiced a concern about the content of the
cover image: “ I am just a little thrown that one of the cover photos is a kid instead of like an object.”
(P20) The GAN used for cover photos generated human portraits, meaning a prolific user of Image
DePO would have “ a bunch of incongruous photographs of people” making them worried their
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account would “not make sense to someone” (P18) or worry that people would “think I’m hacked, a
bot or a troll” (P14).

Participants indicated a greater comfort with generated images “without people in them, I know
they have GANs for cats, landscapes, there’s all sorts of different ones.” (P14) Some participants
indicated a desire for the cover image to be customizable, allowing them to “curate the cover images
to reflect myself.” (P14)

More broadly, participants expressed a desire to have stronger control over the cover image
selection process so that they could manage their impression towards non-Image DePO users.

5.3.4 Moderation. Some participants expressed concern that the ability for Image DePO to
circumvent content moderation could be a “double edged sword,” with malicious actors able to use
it too. “ I certainly want to protect those who protest. ...On the other hand...I very much want law
enforcement to be able to look at [dangerous content] with a warrant. ” (P13)

That privacy-enhancing technologies might be used for anti-social ends is a common critique (e.g.,
encryption and the “going dark” problem [98]); we respond in more detail in section 6. It should be
noted, however, that while Image DePO might prevent law enforcement from subponeaing Facebook
for a given user’s secretly shared content, it will not prevent them from acquiring a warrant to search
through a given suspect’s personal device. Moreover, any viewer of the secret content will also be
able to save and report the content to authorities if deemed dangerous.

6 DISCUSSION
Although we envisioned DePOs, and Image DePO specifically, as curtailing the monitoring and
monetizing of personal data by institutional actors, our findings suggest that while institutional
actors might cause or exacerbate sharing concerns, the institutional actors themselves were not at
the forefront of participants’ mind when making sharing decisions. Rather, the salient threats at the
moment of decision making tended to be more social: e.g., participants were concerned about other
people they knew or strangers being able to find and view their images. Through our human-centered
evaluation of Image DePO, we uncovered the threats and concerns users consider when sharing
photos on cOSNs like Facebook and how a DePO might or might not address these concerns. In
interviewing queer and BIPOC folks about their considerations and concerns about posting photos
online, we found that our participants were concerned about three categories of threats: within social
network, outside social network, and institutional actors. Based on these findings, we distill a
series of design implications for DePOs and other third-party technologies designed to lessen the
impact of surveillance.

6.1 Gradual decentralization of online social networks
Shortly after the emergence of social media platforms, technology Utopians predicted a move toward
decentralization [106]. However, while decentralized alternatives like Mastodon have emerged, they
have thus far failed to see widespread adoption and use. Part of the challenge is that competing social
networks face a cold-start problem [41]: people will only join if they can connect with friends already
on the platform. In The Master Switch, legal scholar Tim Wu argues that disruptive innovations in
information and communication technologies — like social networking platforms — go through
a predictable cycle [105]. They often start out open, democratized, and used in favor of counter-
cultural challenges to entrenched power structures (e.g., with broadcast radio). Gradually, however,
as their power is more well understood, they centralize and amalgamate power into the hands of new
centralized giants (e.g., AT&T’s dominance over telecommunications in the early-mid 20th century).
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We can see the structure of this cycle taking form with online social networking. Indeed, over
the past decade, social networking has become increasingly centralized; today, the vast majority of
social media users use platforms owned by a few large corporations [53, 93].

DePOs allow for a gradual transitioning away from cOSNs: users can continue to use cOSNs,
but can choose to share select secret content through dCDNs with their social networks instead.
Gradually, as increasingly many users install gateways to the dCDN in order to unlock the secret
content shared by their early-adopter friends, it may be possible to do away with the cOSN altogether.
In short, DePOs allow for early adopters to access the benefits provided by decentralization with
minimal disruption to their existing communities. Our design probe — Image DePO — is a proof of
concept for realizing this vision for secret image sharing on Facebook.

6.2 Aligning Protection Against Social and Institutional Threats
One key design implication from our findings is that, in order to see widespread use and facilitate the
gradual decentralization of cOSNs, DePOs like Image DePO must align protection against abstract
institutional actors with protection against the more salient social threats users consider when making
specific sharing decisions on cOSNs. For example, participants expressed interest in using Image
DePO to selectively hide content from certain groups of friends and connections, but were sometimes
less concerned about hiding data from Facebook itself. The results of our analysis recall that of
Dourish et al. [38], who found that security concerns tend to be secondary — desired, but peripheral
to one’s primary task and any given moment.

The burgeoning public interest in Virtual Private Network (VPN)s may provide an illustrative
example to follow. Both VPNs and DePOs can be thought of as client-side overlay layers that
help circumvent institutional privacy threats. However, while VPNs have been in the security and
privacy minded user’s toolkit for decades, they have only recently seen mainstream use. This is
in no small part due to the realities of institutional harms that more users are becoming aware
of [71]. Even with this awareness, however, VPNs needed to become “one-click” solutions that
emphasized benefits more directly aligned with users’ primary concerns (i.e., access to country-
specific streaming offerings on Netflix). Similarly, although the technologies underlying Image DePO
— decentralization and obfuscation — are well studied and developed, DePOs must be designed in a
manner in which protection against institutional threats are aligned with or peripheral to other, more
primary concerns for end-users before they are likely to see widespread adoption.

6.3 Institutional Security vs Privacy from Institutions
A common critique of privacy-enhancing technologies is that they may be used by criminals and
malicious individuals to evade law enforcement — a conundrum sometimes referred to as the “going
dark” problem [98]. The concern is that criminals can avoid “legitimate” means of moderation or
surveillance that keep us as a society safe with their use of privacy enhancing tools [44].

It is important to note, however, that while the threat of criminal use of privacy-enhancing
technology can be harmful, the threat of institutional privacy invasions are already causing immediate
real-world harm. The cycle described by Wu seems fateful with the once open, democratized,
and counter-cultural internet [105] becoming a useful tool for repression. Companies who own
cOSNs can be served with warrants for a user’s information and are under no obligation to notify
the user [84]. Repressive regimes use the centralized internet for mass surveillance and control
[27, 46, 52, 58, 80, 85, 96] with the targets of surveillance and repression by institutions often being
those most marginalized [14, 16, 20, 31, 37, 54, 61, 99, 102].

The ethical conundrum of privacy is and always has been that by affording an individual greater
freedom from surveillance, we increase the ability for any given individual to engage in anti-social
activities. However, this argument presents a false choice between privacy and security. As many
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privacy scholars have noted, law enforcement and intelligence institutions have many other methods
outside of surveilling cOSNs to detect and counter criminal activities. For better or for worse, today,
there is no meaningful way for anyone to “go dark” [44].

6.4 Limitations
Here we address limitations to our work. First, we asked participants to recall past instances when
they wanted to share a photo on a cOSN but decided against it. People often struggle with recalling
the exact reasons behind past actions. To address this concern we had participants to focus on specific
images they wanted to share and grounding the discussion specifically on those images.

Second, COVID restrictions were still in place while the evaluation was taking place. Thus,
participation was done remotely over video call and the walk-through was carried out via a remote
machine. While remote participation is less rich than in-person participation, remote participation
is now common in many forms of user-testing. Third, in our analysis we noticed many concerns
voiced by participants about judgement from others had to do with breaking COVID restrictions —
e.g., breaking physical distancing guidelines. Re-running the study at a different time may result in a
greater diversity of censored content and, in turn, reveal new threats and concerns associated with
sharing photos on cOSNs.

Fourth, the decision to focus on desktop / laptop computers was a conscious one to simplify the
development of our design probe. However, if DePOs are to see widespread use, it will be necessary
to implement a service that works on a broad range of devices, including mobile devices.

Fifth, we recognize that — especially in HCI — technical applications like Image DePO are often
presented as a panacea to problems that are sociotechnical in nature [5, 7]. We are not arguing that
Image DePO, alone, is capable of fully subverting centralized, institutional surveillance of social
activity on the Internet. Rather, we present DePOs as a new addition to a toolset of privacy-enhancing
technologies that can empower users to reclaim some control over the personal data they share online.

Finally, we anticipate criticisms of the decision to recruit queer and BIPOC participants without
specifically centering the conversation around identity. It is important to understand a wide range of
experiences and concerns for people in marginalized groups, to focus on more than just their identities.
Just as whiteness, maleness, or straightness do not make up the entirety of a human’s experience;
sexuality, race, or gender expression are only facets of much larger systems. Examining more
holistically allows us to gain a better understanding on how larger systems of identity, experience,
and categorization impact interactions with and choices around technology. By actively centering the
voices of people from marginalized groups in this work, we are able to understand the harms that
need mitigation without reducing our participants experiences simply to their identity.

7 CONCLUSION
We introduced a new class of privacy-enhancing technologies — decentralized privacy overlays
(DePOs) — that allows users to remain on cOSNs but share select secret content through decentralized
content distribution networks. Our goal was to investigate future technologies where people can resist
and reverse the centralization of online social networking without needing to de-platform themselves
in the process. To succeed in gaining widespread adoption and lessening the unilateral control
cOSNs have over users and their data, DePOs will require not only tool development but human-
centered design processes that foreground and center the voices of the historically marginalized
populations. To evaluate how end-users might view and use DePOs, we implemented and evaluated a
proof-of-concept design probe, Image DePO, that allows people to share secret images on Facebook
through the IPFS peer-to-peer protocol. Our qualitative evaluation of Image DePO with queer and
BIPOC participants revealed that while participants were indeed concerned about institutional actors
as threats to data agency and privacy, these threats were not the most salient when participants
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made specific sharing decisions. Instead, participants were generally more concerned about social
threats when making individual posting decisions and Image DePO only peripherally addresses these
concerns. Finally, we identified design considerations for future DePOs that should better address
people’s immediate sharing concerns while providing protection from and resistance against cOSNs
and the other institutional threats that are emboldened or enabled by cOSNs. With Image DePO
we illustrated the feasibility of DePOs as a class of privacy-enhancing technology and through our
qualitative assessment with marginalized populations we identified how DePOs may find success
outside of the security and privacy community.

POSITIONALITY STATEMENT
We designed our analysis to highlight the perspectives of people adversely affected by normative as-
sumptions embedded into centralized western institutions, such as heterosexism and white supremacy.
The first author is an American, cisgender, white queer man from a middle-upper class background.
All the authors are deeply concerned with fortifying the safety and autonomy of individuals and
groups who face systemic discrimination. We are committed to ensuring people in marginalized
groups are the focus of work to mitigate the externalities and negative effects of institutions and
technologies.
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